


T
he, great feeling of being alive, can 
be best felt when you are in 
touch with mother nature and the 

wild sensation rushes through your veins.  Un-
fortunately, the Covid-19 pandemic 
has changed a lot of things including 
the tourism industry. However, we 
can always gaze upon the  pictures 
and photographs we captured during 
our tours. This is the time to reflect on our 

lives and make future plans, after all 
the future still remains in our hands 
and what we do today determines our 
position tomorrow. This current issue 
is going to stimulate your interest in 
knowing a little about wild animals, 
including their scientific names, you 
never know when they might come 
in handy. 

E
njoy!.

Ephraim Nyaganga

Editor
enyaganga@gmail.com

Celebrating Africa. 
A continent full of

natural 
wonders
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Tom Svensson

THE BLUE WILDEBEESTConnochaetes taurinus
Wildebeest is a mammal that belongs to 

the family of antelopes. Wildebeests live 
in central, eastern and southern parts 

of Africa. They prefer life in green plains and open 
woodlands. Wildebeest is also known as gnu. These 
odd-looking animals have high reproduction rate 
and despite being targeted by numerous African 
predators, their number in the wild is still high and 
stable. Wildebeests are not listed as endangered an-
imals.
Wildebeest looks like a close relative of a bovine be-
cause of its disproportional body. It has large, box-
shaped head, and strongly built front part of the 
body. Hindquarters are slender, just like in other 

antelopes.
Wildebeest has a mane just like horse. Both males 
and females have curved horns. Wildebeest is a 
grazer. It eats mainly short grass. Wildebeest needs 
to drink water at least every other day.
Due to harsh climate in Africa, wildebeest is well 
known for its seasonal migration. They will move 
toward the west when sources of food and water be-
come scarce.
Migrations are one of the most fascinating phenom-
ena that can be seen in Africa. Migratory group con-
sists of 1.5 millions of wildebeest and hundreds of 
thousands associated animals, such as zebras and 
Thompson’s gazelles.
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The migrations occur in a clockwise cycle
This is between Tanzania and Kenya.

Most of the movement takes place in Tanzania
Serengeti National Park, Ngorongoro Conserva-

tion Area, Loliondo Game Controlled Area, an Gr-
umeti Reserve.

Whilst in Kenya
The migration stretches to the Maasai Mara Game 
Reserve, bordering Serengeti National Park in the 

north.

Source: https://africageographic.com/blog/10-fascinating-facts-about-the-great-wildebeest-migration/
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Zacharia Nyakomba

Leopard  Pathera pardus
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This big cat’s tail is almost as long as it’s body. The stronger the tail, the 
better the balance. Along with this, the leopard has a very gripping set 

of claws that can help it climb even a straight rough cliff like a person does 
rock climbing. But unlike us, its not subjected to ropes for safety.

Leopards are one of the five “big cats” in the genus Panthera 
which include the tiger, lion, jaguar, leopard and cheetah.

Its sleek, agile and powerful body that can run at an astounding 
57 km/hr, jump 6 m horizontally and 3 m vertically and drag a 

heavy prey climbing up on a tree, makes the leopard a fast and a 
safe.

Like lions, leopards are also nocturnal, hunting prey at night. Mostly leop-
ards hunt from dusk to dawn except the ones in western Africa which hap-

pen to be diurnal and hunt during twilight.

Pound to pound, leopard is the strongest than all the “big five” 
cats. Meaning, if it was as big as other big cats, it would come 

out to be the strongest.
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WHATS UP WITH 
THE PATHERA
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Tom Svensson

A Young African 
Bull Elephant

Loxodonta africana
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• Elephants are the largest land mammals
Wild elephants live in families called herds 
– herds are made up of female elephants.
The only males in these herds are the young 
calves. 
• The leader of the herd is usually the old-

est female – she is called the Matriarch.
In the wild, a mother elephant has help with 
the babies from other elephants – who are 
known as Aunties. A new mother will choose 
her aunties and together they will raise the 
baby.
•    A young male elephant stays with the herd 
until he is about 15 years old. He then leaves 
and lives alone like most bull elephants
Elephants only eat plants, grass and fruit.
Elephants are so clever they can peel their 
own bananas, corn and lots of other food.
• Elephants lovewater.
• They love to swim, bathe and play in riv-

ers.
•     A healthy adult elephant can drink up to 
60 gallons of water each day – which is the 
same as about 275 big bottles of coke.
•    To drink, they suck the water up into their 
trunk and spraying it into their mouths
•   They love squirting themselves and people 

with water using their trunk like a shower
•   The elephant’s trunk is one of nature most 
amazing creations.
•   An elephant can pick up a coin with his 
trunk – he can also pick up a tree trunk.
•   The Asian elephant has one finger on the 
end of the trunk the African has two.
•   The trunk is very sensitive and elephants 
are very careful and protective of them.
•   The trunk is used to drink, smell, pick up 
food, touch and communicate.
•   It is used to tenderly touch a loved one or 
in self-defence as a weapon.
•  An elephant lives on average to the age of 
70 – the same as humans.
•   Elephants are very emotional – they cry 
when they are upset and squeak and trum-
pet when they are happy.
•    Elephants are the only animals other than 
humans to grieve for the dead.
•   Elephants have very good memories.
•   Elephants are scared of dogs.
•   Elephants are so clever they even play 
jokes on humans.
•   Domesticated elephants form a lifelong 
bond with their mahout.
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Tiger FishHydrocynus vittatus
Okavango Delta, Zambezi River, Lake Kariba, 

Cabora Bassa, Jozini dam.
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Tom Svensson

THE GREAT KUDU 
Tragelaphus strepsiceros - Nhoro
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Kudu, two species of spiral-horned 
antelopes (tribe Tragelaphini, fam-
ily Bovidae). The very large greater 

kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros) is common 
in southern African wildlife reserves. The 
svelte lesser kudu (T. imberbis) is an elusive 
dweller in the arid lowland thornbush of 
northeast and East Africa. Both species have 
corkscrew horns (in males only), depend on 
cover for food and concealment, and form 
small herds.

The greater kudu is the tallest antelope after 
the eland; males stand 130–150 cm (51–59 
inches) but are narrow-bodied, weighing on 
average 257 kg (567 pounds), with a maxi-
mum of 315 kg (694 pounds). Females av-

erage 120 cm (47 inches) and 170 kg (370 
pounds). Colour varies from reddish brown 
to blue-gray with white markings, an adapta-
tion for concealment that includes 6–10 ver-
tical torso stripes, a short spinal crest, a nose 
chevron, and small cheek patches. The great-
er kudu also has white forelegs with dark 
garters and a black-tipped tail. Males have a 
beard, turn darker with age, and possess the 
longest horns of any antelope: 120–180 cm 
(47–71 inches) along the curve. These horns 
take six years of growth to complete two full 
turns; the horn’s size and shape keep pace 
with and advertise the dominance status of 
the bearer.

Our Second issue is still available
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Yvette Potgieter Holzbach

Southeast African cheetah 
Acinonyx jubatus

Cheetahs (Acinonyx jubatus), known as 
the fastest land animals, have long, slen-
der bodies covered with unique black 

spots scattered across their tan coats. The name 
cheetah comes from the Sanskrit word “chitra-
ka,” which means “the spotted one,” according to 
the World Wildlife Fund.

With aerodynamic bodies, long legs and blunt, 

semi-retractable claws, cheetahs are formida-
ble carnivores that can sprint at speeds of up to 
60 to 70 mph (96 to 112 km/h). Cheetahs have 
long, thin bodies with long, powerful legs and 
a flexible spine. Such characteristics allow these 
runners to stretch their long bodies when they 
sprint and cover significant ground with each 
rapid stride — around 20 to 22 feet (6 to 6.7 me-
ters) per stride
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ManaPools
Yvette Potgieter Holzbach
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Non-indigenous species or invasive alien 
species are the first or second (after landuse 

change) most important threat to freshwater bi-
odiversity and ecosystem function. Invasive spe-
cies affect native organisms through several key 
mechanisms, including competition, predation, 
and transmission of pathogens.
Globally, crayfish are among the most common-
ly introduced species in freshwater ecosystems. 
Many crayfish species, are strong interactors, 
and as a consequence, may have disproportion-
ately large effects on invaded systems. Generally, 
among freshwater invasive alien species, crayfish 
are recognized as having high potential to alter 
ecosystems. Crayfish are often large and abun-
dant, and as generalists tend to affect benthic 

food webs as they readily consume terrestrial 
leaf litter, benthic algae, macrophytes, aquatic 
invertebrates, fish eggs, and detritus.
The Australian red-claw crayfish Cherax quadri-
carinatus  is a member of the southern hemi-
spheric freshwater crayfish family Parastacidae. 
Its native range includes river catchments in 
northern Australia, and south-eastern Papua 
New Guinea. It shows substantial degree of phe-
notypic variability throughout its native range 
and has the ability to survive and reproduce un-
der various biotic and abiotic conditions from 
tropical to temperate zones. Cherax quadricar-
inatus usually has high growth rate and indi-
viduals might reach a size of 250 mm total body 
length or up to a wet weight of 600 g in nine 

THE AUSTRALIAN REDCLAW CRAYFISH
Cherax quadricarinatus
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months.
Cherax quadricarinatus was introduced into 
southern Africa largely through aquaculture. 
Its first reported occurrence in the wild on the 
Zambezi River basin was in 2001 on the Kafue 
River in Zambia. 
In Zimbabwe, feral Cherax quadricarinatus 
were reported for the first time in 2007 on Lake 
Kariba. It is now rapidly spreading in freshwa-
ter bodies across southern Africa, and has been 
reported in a number of water bodies across 
Zambia, as well as in Cahora Bassa Dam in Mo-

zambique. There is urgent need to monitor the 
spread, distribution and impacts of C. quadri-
carinatus in water
bodies across the region. Monitoring popula-
tions of invasive crayfish will enable conserva-
tion agencies to plan and prioritize river and 
water bodies management, and assess the re-
sults of actions. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the 
distribution and abundance C. quadricarinatus 
in a basin of Lake Kariba, and one of its inflow-
ing rivers.
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Tom Svensson

Hippopotamus amphibius
HIPPOPOTAMUS
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 Fun Facts
1. Hippos can’t swim or float! They walk or stand on surfaces below the water like sandbanks.
2. They secrete an oily red substance that acts as a moisturiser, sunblock and protects them from germs.
3. Although hippos can hold their breath for approximately seven minutes.

4. The hippopotamus is the third largest land mammal after the elephant and white rhino.
5. An open mouth is not a yawn but rather assign to warn you off.
6. The hippo’s closest living relatives are whales and porpoises..
7. Hippos usually come out of the water for four to five hours at night to graze.
8. The hippo is considered one of the most dangerous animals in Africa and it is highly aggressive, par  
      ticularly if you get between it and the water.

Habitat
Hippos live in sub-Saharan Africa. They live 
in areas with abundant water, as they spend 
most of their time submerged to keep their 
skin cool and moist. Considered amphibious 
animals, hippos spend up to 16 hours per day 
in the water.

Food
Hippos have a healthy and mostly herbivorous 
appetite. Adults eat about 35 kg of grass each 
night,traveling up to 10 kilometers in a night 
to get their fill. They also eat fruit that they 
find during their nightly scavenging, accord-
ing to National Geographic. If food is scarce, 
hippos can store food in their stomachs and 
go up to three weeks without eating.

Baby hippos
Female hippos have a gestation period of eight 
months and have only one baby at a time. At 
birth, the calf weighs between 23 to 50 kgs. 
For its first eight months, the calf nurses while 
its mother is on land, or it swims underwater 
to suckle.
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Journey 
to the south pole
Percy Mutseka Lunga
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W  atching the sunset
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Travelling 
with fellow scientists
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Breath-Taking 

Views
ice everywhere

10 fun facts about
Antarctica
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1. Antarctica holds most of the world’s fresh wa-
ter
An incredible 60-90% of the world’s fresh water 
is locked in Antarctica’s vast ice sheet. The Ant-
arctic ice sheet is the largest on Earth, covering 
an incredible 14 million km² (5.4 million square 
miles) of Antarctic mountain ranges, valleys 
and plateaus. This leaves only 1% of Antarctica 
permanently ice-free. Some areas are ice-free in 
the summer, including many of the areas we vis-
it on the Antarctic Peninsula.
At its deepest, Antarctica’s ice is 4.5km (2.7 
miles) thick – that’s half the height of Mt Ever-
est! If it all melted, global sea levels would rise 
about 60 m (200 ft). 
2. Antarctica is a desert
With all of that fresh water held in the ice sheet, 
how could Antarctica be a desert?
When most of us think of deserts we think of 
sand dunes and sizzling temperatures, but tech-
nically a desert doesn’t have to be hot or sandy, 
it’s more about how much precipitation the area 
receives as rain, snow, mist or fog. A desert is 
any region that receives very little annual pre-
cipitation.
The average annual rainfall at the South Pole 
over the past 30 years was just over 10 mm (0.4 
in). Although there is more precipitation to-
wards the coast, the average across the continent 
is low enough to classify Antarctica as a polar 
desert.
So while Antarctica may be covered in ice, it has 
taken an incredible 45 million years to grow to 
its current thickness, because so little rain falls 
there.
As well as being one of the driest continents on 
Earth, Antarctica is also the coldest, windiest 
and highest.
3. Antarctica used to be as warm as Melbourne
Given that the coldest ever land temperature was 
recorded in Antarctica of -89.2°C (-128.6°F), it 
can be hard to imagine Antarctica as a warm, 
temperate paradise. But Antarctica hasn’t always 
been an icy land locked in the grip of a massive 
ice sheet. In fact, Antarctica was once almost as 
warm as Melbourne is today.

Researchers have estimated that 40-50 mil-
lion years ago, temperatures across Antarctica 
reached up to 17°C (62.6°F). Scientists have also 
found fossils showing that Antarctica was once 
covered with verdant green forests and inhabit-
ed by dinosaurs!
4. The Antarctic Peninsula is one of the most 
rapidly warming areas on Earth
The Antarctic Peninsula is warming more 
quickly than many other areas on Earth. In fact, 
it is one of the most rapidly warming areas on 
the planet. Over the past 50 years, average tem-
peratures across the Antarctic Peninsula have 
increased by 3°C (37.4°F), five times the average 
increase on Earth.
This has led to some changes, for example where 
and when penguins form colonies and sea ice 
forms. It also means that the lush mosses of the 
Antarctic Peninsula have a slightly longer grow-
ing season.
5. There is no Antarctic time zone
The question of time in Antarctica is a tricky 
one. At the South Pole the lines of longitude, 
which give us different time zones around the 
globe, all meet at a single point. Most of Antarc-
tica experiences 6 months of constant daylight 
in summer and 6 months of darkness in winter. 
Time starts to feel a little different without the 
normal markers for day and night.
Scientists working in Antarctica generally stay 
in the time zone of the country they departed 
from, but this can cause some issues. For ex-
ample, on the Antarctic Peninsula you can find 
stations from Chile, China, Russia, the UK and 
many other countries. You can imagine that if 
all of these neighbouring stations, keep to their 
home time zones it could get a little confusing 
trying to share data and resources without ac-
cidentally waking one another up in the middle 
of the night!
For travellers with Aurora Expeditions, we gen-
erally stay on Ushuaia time – unless we’re travel-
ling to the Falkland Islands and South Georgia. 
Then we adjust to their local times, changing as 
we travel.
6. Every way is north!
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If you stand at the South Pole, you are at the 
southernmost point on Earth. It doesn’t matter 
which way you look, every direction is north. So 
why do we talk about the Antarctic Peninsula 
as being in West Antarctica, and the section di-
rectly south of Australia as East Antarctica?
It’s based on the prime meridian, an imagi-
nary line which passes through Greenwich in 
the UK at 0 degrees of longitude. If you stand 
at the South Pole and face towards Greenwich, 
everything to your left is west Antarctica and 
everything to your right is east Antarctica.
7. Antarctica has active volcanoes
Antarctica is home to several volcanoes and 
two of them are active. Mount Erebus, the sec-
ond-highest volcano in Antarctica is the south-
ernmost active volcano on Earth. Located on 
Ross Island, this icebound volcano has some 
unique features such as ice fumaroles and twist-
ed ice statues that form around gases that seep 
from vents near the volcanic crater.
The first ascent of Mt Erebus was made in 1908, 
when a team led by Australian scientist Edge-
worth David, and including Douglas Mawson, 
completed an arduous and very chilly five day 
climb to the steaming crater.
The second active volcano is on Deception Is-
land, a volcanic caldera in the South Shetland 
Islands. Once home to a thriving whaling sta-
tion and later a scientific station, it was aban-
doned after the most recent eruption in 1969, 
and today it is a fascinating place that we visit 
on some of our Antarctic Peninsula voyages.
8. There’s a subglacial lake that flows blood red
In 1911 on a remote glacier in East Antarctica, 
a strange phenomenon was observed. The lily 
white ice of the Taylor Glacier was being stained 
a deep red by water flowing from deep within 
the glacier.
For many years the source of the red colour 
remained a mystery, but in 2017 scientists an-
nounced that they had discovered the cause. 
The water flowing from within the glacier was 
from a subglacial lake high in salt and oxidised 
iron, and when it came into contact with oxygen 
the iron rusted, giving the water its striking red 
shade, and its name: Blood Falls.

9. Antarctica has its own Treaty
When humans caught their first glimpse of Ant-
arctica in 1820, it was the only continent with-
out an indigenous population. Several nations 
quickly made claims to the continent, which led 
to significant tension. While some countries ar-
gued that Antarctica was rightfully theirs, oth-
ers heartily disagreed.
As tension mounted, everyone agreed on the 
need for a peaceful resolution. In December 
1959, 12 countries signed the Antarctic Treaty, 
an unprecedented international agreement to 
govern the continent together as a reserve for 
peace and science. Since then, 41 other coun-
tries have signed the Treaty and participate in 
annual meetings, where decisions are made 
about how human activity in Antarctica is man-
aged. All decisions made within the Antarctic 
Treaty System are made by consensus, with col-
laboration and agreement as the central pillars.
Today, the Antarctic Treaty System has expand-
ed to include strict guidelines for commercial 
fishing, sealing, and a complete ban on mining 
and mineral exploration.
10. Diamond dust floats in the air
Although there are low levels of precipitation 
in Antarctica, meteorological wonders abound 
and diamond dust is one of them!
Diamond dust is made of tiny ice crystals that 
precipitate out of humid air near the Earth’s sur-
face. It’s a little like an icy fog. As ice crystals 
hang suspended in the air, sunlight causes them 
to sparkle, creating a glittering effect that looks 
like a million tiny floating diamonds. Diamond 
dust is also responsible for beautiful optical phe-
nomena like sun dogs, halos and light pillars.
If 10 fun facts about Antarctica just isn’t enough, 
here are a few more for the road: Did you know 
that penguins live in Antarctica but not the Arc-
tic?  Or that Antarctica has no permanent hu-
man population, but you might come a southern 
elephant seal, the largest seal on Earth? Antarc-
tica is a truly incredible place, unlike anywhere 
else on earth.
https://www.auroraexpeditions.com.au/
blog/10-fun-facts-about-antarctica/
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